Community

®

SafetyWatch
High-security CCTV with privacy - for everyone to live and work where it is safe and secure

360 CCTV Camera

Viseum IMC™ (Intelligent Moving Camera)
Viseum UK introduces the most powerful community safety partnership. A completely automated intelligent CCTV camera
called the Viseum IMC (Intelligent Moving Camera). This is shared with community members. It is endorsed by governments
and local authorities for others to invest in multiple revenue streams.
This patented multitasking camera's automated day-to-day operation and its ease of use when clearing up incidents, makes it
the most practical and effective camera for the Viseum® Community SafetyWatch® CCTV service.

“I would not have taken on this business
here if it wasn't for this camera.”
(UK shop owner)

Visit us at https://www.viseum.co.uk
Viseum IMCs have been granted 20 years’ patent protection

Any non-Viseum branded IMC system will be noticeably inferior and an illegal copy in breach of International Law

Patent Portfolio - European EP 1 579 399 | United States of America US 7,952,608 B2

Intelligent camera and video

® IMC™ Intelligent Moving Camera
AiPTZ™ Camera 360° Analytics

Surveillance monitoring experts

iVOS™ Intelligent Virtual Operator Software

THE CCTV AND SURVEILLANCE INDUSTRY-STANDARD DETERRENT
AND AUTOMATED SECURITY AND SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
ONE CAMERA DEPLOYMENT
COVERS UP TO THE SIZE OF
4 OLYMPIC STADIUMS

THE WORLD’S BEST CCTV SECURITY
AND SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
THE WORLD’S ONLY LONG RANGE ANALYTICS 360° PANORAMIC SECURITY CAMERA

Britain’s Largest Police Force “Our best crime deterrent” Described by them as a virtual gigapixel camera, a virtual CCTV
operator and a virtual guard.
Operates completely automatically covering vast areas –
Identifying, confirming and following incidents close up and in
every direction.
Multi-HD-Camera view of each incident – PTZ Camera close-up
view and wide contextual views.

CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY SERVICES:

Making people’s faces the
world’s greatest security
weapon against crime
and terrorism.
®

Intelligent CCTV monitoring

LEVEL 1
TECHNOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
PROGRAMME

Automatic detection,
capture and processing of
trafﬁc violations for
the world’s safest roads.

Compliant

VISEUM PRIVACY

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN

Visit us at https://www.viseum.co.uk
Viseum IMCs have been granted 20 years’ patent protection

Any non-Viseum branded IMC system will be noticeably inferior and an illegal copy in breach of international law
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Community

®

SafetyWatch

High-crime changed to no-crime
Before Viseum Cameras - A typical example of public areas that experience high crime: the local authority would spend several
years of crime reduction initiatives working with the community. Some extreme high-crime areas have CCTV cameras installed
with expensive communications to Command Control. The many problems faced by local authorities mean that this has very
little or no effect.
With Viseum IMC Cameras - This camera is proven to give reassurance to communities that they are being constantly
protected. It is also a major deterrent to criminals. As a show of strength, the camera is initially instructed to automatically look
out for and follow the majority of events in the area. Results from this are immediately effective. Evidence is soon used to
identify and expel the criminals. After this period (typically 4 months in worst cases) the area is downgraded from high crime to
low crime. Only to expect the typical random incidents that any public areas may experience. The Viseum IMC Camera is then
given new instructions to automatically look out for these incidents. It is also given local knowledge of incidents to expect.
Viseum IMC Cameras operate completely automatically and are therefore independent of any monitoring infrastructure. They
can be used without any remote communications, or with standard mobile phone communication services. This enables local
authorities to work directly with their communities and respond immediately to a live incident. Or to investigate a crime.

Traffic Violation Revenues
A typical major city has more than 10 traffic violation hotspots, where only Viseum technology can optimize the policing of traffic
violations. Each site generates over $50 million annual revenues from 2000 multiple types of traffic violations each day. This
totals $500 million annual revenues from just these 10 sites.

Residential Communities

Business Communities

This is generally a passive standalone CCTV security
service, which has no privacy issues. It typically responds
only to the camera’s reports of threats, suspects or disorder
in the area. Nobody ever watches the live or recorded video
unless an incident is underway or a crime is being
investigated. Even then only relevant recordings can be
automatically retrieved for authorised viewing.

This is a more proactive CCTV security service. A response
and action is provided when the Viseum cameras report
certain types of incident. For example, potential suspects or
confirmed intruders, unauthorised vehicles entering and/or
leaving the site, criminal damage, loitering, vehicle theft,
public disorder, graffiti, etc.

“Continuous protection without the costs of
continuous monitoring - this is exactly what
our communities need.” (UK local authority)
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